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Summary 
Virus-like particles (VLPs) measuring 385 _+ 5 nm in diameter are described in the freshwater 
dinoflagellate Gymnodinium uberrimum. The VLPs are found in association with, and 
"budding" from a vesicular viroplasmic area. A similar viroplasm was also found in a 
chrysophycean alga, Mallomonas sp. collected from the same general area in Saginaw Bay 
of Lake Huron. The nature of these VLPs and their virogenic stroma, in these algae from 
the Laurentian Great Lakes are discussed in the present report. 
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1. Introduction 

Numerous reports of viruses and virus-like particles (VLPs) in the blue-green 
algae have emerged since SAFFERMAN and MORRIS' initial discovery in 1963. 
Dubbed "cyanophages" (PADAN et al. 1967, PADAN and SHILO 1973) they 
received intensive study due, in part, to their possible use in the biological 
control of blue-green algae. However, ultrastructural observations of viruses 
and VLPs in the eukaryotic algae have occurred only relatively recently (LEE 
1971, PICKETT-HEAPS 1972, TOTH and WILC~ 1972, MATTOX et al. 1972, 
BAKER and EvANs 1973, CHAVMAN and LANG 1973, SWAL~ and BELCHER 1973, 
MARIIEV 1974, CLIT~EROE and EVANS 1974, P~AI~SON and NORRIS 1974, 
GIBBS et al. 1975, BILLARD et al. 1976, HOVFMAN and STANKER 1976, PI~NAAR 
1976, OLIwn~A and BISALVUT~A 1978) following earlier suggestions of a 
"virus-like" lytic agent in the green alga Chlorella pyrenoidosa (ZAvARZINA 
and PROTSENKO 1958, ZAVARZlNA 1961, TIKHONENKO and ZAVARZlNA 
1966). 
The vast majority of VLPs in the eukaryotic algae exhibit a pentagonal or 
hexagonal profile in sectioned material and, hence, are thought to be 
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icosahedral in three dimensional morphology. In most instances, VLP studies 
have been limited to descriptive morphology and, therefore, the VLP designa- 
tion appears appropriate. Recently, however, isolation and infectivity of algal 
VLPs has been accomplished (Git3~s et aI. 1975, OLIVEIRA and BASALPUTRA 
1978), which lends classical credence to the true viral nature of the VLPs. 
These particles range from 22 nm in Chrysochromulina mantoniae (MANTON 
and LEADBEATER 1974) tO 240 nm in the green alga Oedogoniurn (PICKETT- 
HEAPS 1972). 
This paper presents the first report of VLPs in a dinoflagellate. The VLPs are 
considerably larger than any previously seen in the algae and they appear to 
emanate from a viroplasm unique to the algae. 

2. Materia ls  and Methods  

Phytoplankton samples were collected in Saginaw Bay and fixed with glutaraldehyde and 
osmium as previously described (SIcKo-GoAD et al. 1977). 

3. Resul t s  

The VLPs observed in Gyrnnodinium uberrimum were found in several cells 
in the collection. No overall estimate of abundance of infected cells was made 
since this particular dinoflagellate was not a major component of the as- 
semblage collected. However, the infected cells possessed common features. 
One of the most prominent features of these cells was the obvious lack of a 
nucleus in cells infected with VLPs. This phenomenon was substantiated by 
serial sections through a single cell. Hence, the particles appear to be located 
in an area of the ceil superficially described as cytoplasm, although the region 
may, in fact, represent degenerated nucleoplasm. 
The cells noted here appear in an advanced stage of infection as the cell 
volume is largely replaced with VLPs and virogenic stroma (viroplasm) 
(Fig. 1). VLPs were not noted within chloroplasts or mitochondria and, 
although free ribosomes are abundant, rough endoplasmic reticulum is rare. 
Conversely, Golgi is proliferated and is found surrounding the extensive viro- 
plasm. VLPs can be observed contiguous with, and apparently budding from, 
the vesicular viroplasrn (Fig. 2). Particles closely associated with viroplasm 
are less osmiophilic and differentiated than more distant VLPs. These "well- 
differentiated" VLPs measure 385 _+ 5 nm in diameter, are either pentagonal 
or hexagonal in sectional view suggesting an icosahedral form, and the 
majority contain a dense, osmiophilic core, a nucleocapsid, and an outer capsid 
material. Their morphology indicates that the VLPs may be members of the 
adeno- or herpes virus family and, hence, would be intranuclear replicating 
(DNA) viruses. 
A viroplasm not unlike that noted in Gymnodiniurn uberrimurn was also 
present in the Chrysophyte Mallomonas sp. VLPs surround the virogenic 
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Fig. 1. Section through central portion of a cell of Gymnodinium uberrimum showing viro- 
plasm (VP) and extensive Golgi (G) adjacent to this area. Chloroplast (cI), trichocysts (T), 
and mitochondria (m) are also present. Lighter areas in the viroplasm are artifacts arising 
from holes in the formvar support 
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Fig. 2. Section through central portion of cell of Gymnodinium uberrimum showing vesicular 
virogenic stroma (VP). Arrows point to areas where apparent "budding" is occurring. Other 
organelles labelled are chloroplast (CL) and trichocysts (T) 
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Fig. 3. Section through a chrysophycean alga, Mallomonas showing vesicular viroplasm (VP) 
and again, "budding" virus (arrow). Compare virus size in Figs. 1 and 2 

stroma, are polyhedral (primarily hexagonal) in section and averaged 
175 + 5 nm in diameter (Fig. 3). The cytoplasm does not appear significantly 
altered at this stage of infection. 

4. D i s c u s s i o n  

In 1963, DALES reported the coating of microtubules by viral specified 
material. Shortly thereafter (1965) he described sites within the host cell 
where viral materials might pool and where one might subsequently visualize 
stages in the "transformation of such materials into progeny virus particles". 
Since the advent of these early reports viral organizing centers or viroplasm 
have been noted in a wide range of host cells, including human cell cultures 
(HEINE et al. 1971), mouse fibroblasts (DALES et al. 1978), and eukaryotic 
algae (LrE 1971). BROWN et al. (1966) and SMITH et al. (1966) have described 
a "virogenic stroma" between the folded photosynthetic lamellae and the 
plasma membrane in the blue-green alga Plectonema. 
In spite of the early report of LEE (1971), viroplasm has received little 
attention in the algae. We suggest, since viroplasm has been described for the 
red alga Sirodotia (LEE 1971), the green alga Cylindrocapsa (HOFFMANN and 
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STANKER 1976), the chrysophycean alga Hydrurus (HOFFMANN 1978), sug- 
gested for the haptophyte Hyrnenomonas (PIENAAR 1976), and described in 
this communication, that viroplasm is a common feature in the synthesis 
and/or assembly of algaphages. Evidence for the synthetic function of viro- 
plasm has been collected for Shope fibroma virus infection of monkey kidney 
cells in culture, with the localization of 8H-Thymidine over foci of viroplasm 
(ScHERRER 1968). This suggests that the loci represent true sites of viral DNA 
replication, rather than accumulation areas for DNA synthesized elsewhere. 
Localization of ferritin labelled anti-virus antigens over viral heads in the 
virogenic stroma of Plectonerna (SHERMAN and HaS~LKORN 1970) indicates 
that assembly of viral capsule also occurs within the viroplasm. These "viral 
factories" should be more evident in the eukaryotic algae with more intensive 
searching and experimental analysis. 
The extensive Golgi network in Gymnodinium uberrimum associated with the 
viroplasm and VLPs suggests that membranes and other products of this 
complex may provide viral precursor material and participate in the process 
of VLP assembly. The Golgi apparatus has already been implicated in this 
process in the formation of Aura virus (LAscANO et al. 1969). Furthermore, 
nerve cells infected with equine encephalomyelitis virus exhibit an increased 
number of Golgi complexes and depletion of polysomes (GA~cIA-TAMAYO 
1971); similar qualitative observations were made for Gymnodinium uber- 
rimum in this report. 
As noted by HOFFMAN and STANKEP. (1976), VLPs in the algae are frequently 
associated with degeneration of host cell organelles and eventual cell lysis. 
This provides strong inference that the particles truly are viral in nature. 
It also follows that, since no nucleus could be located in Gyrnnodinium 
uberrirnum, the nucleus may have lysed early in the VLP infection. Nuclear 
lysis appears associated with the presence of VLPs in several other eukaryotic 
algae, including Pyrarnirnonas (MoEsTP.iJI' and THO~XSEN 1974), Ectocarpus 
(CLITHEI~OE and EvANs 1974), Hydrurus and Cylindrocapsa (HoFFMAN and 
STANKEI~ 1976). Since the VLPs in Gyrnnodiurn uberrimum do resemble a 
herpes or adenovirus, and these viruses have been shown to replicate within 
the nucleus (HAP.FOI~D et al. 1956, MORGAN et al. 1959), the VLPs and viro- 
plasm may, in fact, represent a degenerate nucleoplasm region. 
The size of the VLPs in Gyrnnodinium uberrirnum is remarkable. They are 
significantly larger--by over 100 nm--than any icosahedral VLPs reported 
thus far in the algae. 
The discovery of these VLPs in dinoflagellates--and in the Great Lakes in 
general--raises some interesting questions and possibilities. For example, could 
the VLPs noted here represent a latent viral infection induced by changing 
environmental conditions? By fixing the cells at the collection site we know 
that this infection does occur in nature and was not induced by a laboratory 
environment. Further, HOFFMAN and STANKER (1976) have presented evidence 
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which suggests that cultures of the green alga Cylindrocapsa may be carrying 
a latent virus infection which can be induced by heat shock. VLP occurrence 
in algae may eventually provide indications of a subtly changing aquatic 
environment. 
Also, cognizant of the role of dinoflagellates in the production of a "red tide" 
and the present discovery of VLPs in a dinoflagellate (although, a fresh water 
dinoflagellate) one can envision the eventual possibility of a unique biological 
control mechanism for dinoflagellate blooms. 
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